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Falls and EQ-5D rated quality of life in
community-dwelling seniors with concurrent
chronic diseases: a cross-sectional study
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Abstract

Background: Although recommended for use in studies investigating falls in the elderly, the European Quality of
Life Group instrument, EQ-5D, has not been widely used to assess the impact of falls on quality of life. The aim of this
study was to investigate the association of single and frequent falls with EQ-5D rated quality of life in a sample of
German community-dwelling seniors in primary care suffering a variety of concurrent chronic diseases and conditions.

Methods: In a cross-sectional study, a sample of community-dwelling seniors aged ≥ 72 years was interviewed
by means of a standardised telephone interview. According to the number of self-reported falls within twelve
months prior to interview, participants were categorised into one of three fall categories: no fall vs. one fall vs.
two or more falls within twelve months. EQ-5D values as well as other characteristics were compared across the
fall categories. Adjustments for a variety of concurrent chronic diseases and conditions and further variables were
made by using multiple linear regression analysis, with EQ-5D being the target variable.

Results: In total, 1,792 participants (median age 77 years; 53% female) were analysed. The EQ-5D differed between fall
categories. Participants reporting no fall had a mean EQ-5D score of 81.1 (standard deviation [s.d.]: 15.4, median: 78.3),
while participants reporting one fall (n = 265; 14.8%) and participants with two or more falls (n = 117; 6.5%) had mean
total scores of 77.0 (s.d.: 15.8, median: 78.3; mean difference to participants without a fall: -4.1, p < 0.05) and 72.1 (s.d.:
17.6, median: 72.5; mean difference: -9.0, p < 0.05), respectively. The mean difference between participants with one
fall and participants with two or more falls was -4.9 (p < 0.05). Under adjustment for a variety of chronic diseases and
conditions, the mean decrease in the total EQ-5D score was about -1.0 score point for one fall and about -2.5 points for
two or more falls within twelve months. In quantity, this decrease is comparable to other chronic diseases adjusted for.
Among the variables with the greatest negative association with EQ-5D ratings in multivariate analysis were depression
and fear of falling.

Conclusions: The findings suggest that falls are negatively associated with EQ-5D rated quality of life independent
of a variety of chronic diseases and conditions.
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Introduction
Single and multiple falls are a special health concern in
the elderly. According to recent European surveys, 20%
and more of people aged ≥ 65 years suffer at least one
fall within a year [1-3]. Falls are associated with several
negative health consequences. Fall-related injury, espe-
cially fractures, are of concern [4,5], as are negative
psycho-social consequences like reduced physical activity
[6], fear of falling [7,8] and impairments in quality of life
[8,9]. Recent health economic studies uncovered that falls
are also associated with a considerable amount of health
care costs [9,10].
Although the association between falls and quality

of life has been widely accepted, the interrelationship
is complex. It is known that people suffering at least
one fall generally rate their quality of life lower than
people without falls do [11-18]. Further, it is well
established that the negative impact of falls is medi-
ated at least in part by fear of falling [12,15,16,18-21].
However, the association of falls and impaired quality
of life may also be confounded by some underlying
deterioration that precedes falls and simultaneously
impairs quality of life [11,22,23]. Further, studies in-
vestigating fall prevention interventions are incon-
clusive in terms of their ability to improve quality of
life [24-31].
Along with the Health Survey Short Form 12 (SF-12)

instrument, the ‘Prevention of Falls Network Europe’
(ProFaNE) consensus group recommended the use of the
European Quality of Life Group instrument, the EQ-5D,
for further studies [32]. The EQ-5D is easy to use and free
of charge, when used for scientific purposes. Health utility
indices are available that allow further health economic
analyses based on EQ-5D ratings [33]. Despite this,
only few studies used it in the context of falls and fall
prevention [9,15,20,27]. One report demonstrated a
strong negative influence of fear of falling on EQ-5D
rated quality of life [15]. Unfortunately, the effect of
other conditions in relation to fear of falling or falls
was not investigated. Two of the studies investigated
the impact of fall-related fractures, not falls alone, on
the EQ-5D rated quality of life [9,20]. Finally, one study
[27], a cluster-randomized controlled trial, reported the
effects of an activity program in long term care facilities,
but not EQ-5D values in relation to falls.
So far, the impact of falls on the EQ-5D rated quality

of life has not been quantified in relation to other
chronic diseases or health conditions, and data from
German studies are lacking, too. Our aim, therefore,
was to investigate the association of single and frequent
falls with quality of life as rated with the EQ-5D in a
sample of German community-dwelling seniors in primary
care suffering a variety of concurrent chronic diseases
and conditions.
Methods
Study sample
The cross-sectional sample used for this analysis was
drawn during the seven year follow-up of a large cohort
study initiated in 2001 with 6,880 participants from
primary care practices throughout Germany. Details of
the cohort are described elsewhere [34]. In brief, each of
the participating 344 general practitioners consecutively
recruited on average 20 eligible patients seeking primary
health care during a predetermined week and fulfilling all
inclusion criteria (age ≥ 65 years, being legally competent
and able to cooperate appropriately, and providing written
informed consent). The only exclusion criterion was life
expectancy ≤ 6 months. The present study is part of a
larger consortial research project [35].
During the seven year follow-up of the study cohort,

telephone interviews were offered in addition to a clinical
visit to all participants surviving until 2008 (n = 5,578).
Of these, 3,445 could not be contacted by telephone
or refused to take part. 196 people were successfully
contacted, but were not able to perform a structured
telephone interview.
The most common reasons for non-participation or

inability to participate were: impaired overall health
status, cognitive impairment, change of residency into a
long-term care facility or nursing home, no interest in
the issue studied by the telephone interview or no further
interest to participate in the study at all. People finally
taking part in the telephone interview (n = 1,937) were
significantly younger, more often male than female,
and had a higher overall educational level, as compared
to non-participants. Further details have already been
reported [36].

Fall definition and fear of falling
Participants were interviewed by means of a standardised
telephone interview. For the purpose of this study, we
used the fall definition as proposed by the ProFaNE
consensus group [32], which defines a fall as ‘an unexpected
event in which the participant comes to rest on the ground,
floor or lower level’. If an event fulfilling this definition was
reported, the number of falls within the previous twelve
months was recorded. Participants were categorised into
one of three fall categories: no fall vs. one fall vs. two or
more falls. To measure significant fall-related injury, the
number of resulting fractures was noted. Fear of falling was
assessed using a single categorical question, i.e. how much
the participant was afraid of falling. Categories were ‘not at
all’, ‘only a bit’, ‘being afraid’, and ‘being much afraid’.

Quality of life
For quality of life assessment, we used the EQ-5D [37,38].
The EQ-5D is a generic instrument to assess health related
quality of life and contains five dimensions, i.e. mobility,
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self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort and anxiety/
depression. The person interviewed can choose between
three answer categories for each of the domains in ques-
tion, namely having no problem, having some problem
or having extreme problems / being unable to perform
an activity. This results in 243 (35) theoretically possible
combinations of answers. As recommended [37,38], we
used population-based preference weights to assign single
EQ-5D index scores to each combination. Raw values as
used for our analysis can range from 0 to 100, with higher
scores indicating better self-perceived health.

Further measurements
Besides falls and quality of life, participants were further
asked about a variety of chronic diseases and health
conditions, i.e. hypertension, diabetes, coronary artery
disease (CAD), chronic heart failure (CHF), peripheral
artery disease (PAD), stroke history, Parkinson’s disease
(PD), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)/
emphysema, arthritis, osteoporosis and/or chronic back
pain/spinal disease. The question was always whether
or not a physician ever made the diagnosis mentioned.
Sporting activities were assessed by means of the
PRISCUS-PAQ [39], walking ability by asking for the
use of walking aids. The number of physician contacts
within three months prior to interview was noted, as
was the number of drugs currently taken on a regular
basis. Depressive mood was measured by means of the
Geriatric Depression Scale 15 (GDS-15) [40]. Pain during
the past three months and sensory impairments, i.e.
hearing loss or visual impairment, were also assessed.
Participants’ sex, date of birth, and educational level
were also documented.

Statistical analysis
Categorical data are presented in absolute and relative
frequencies, continuous variables with mean, standard
deviation (s.d.) and median. Group differences across the
three fall categories (no fall, one fall, two or more falls)
were tested by means of a χ2-test for categorical variables.
Mean EQ-5D scores were compared using analysis of
variance (ANOVA) as a global test, and than pairwise
using t-test. To quantify the association of different
variables with the variable of interest, EQ-5D rated
quality of life, we used multiple linear regression ana-
lysis. Acknowledging the multifactorial etiology of falls
[41] and based on existing knowledge on potential risk
factors for falls in community-dwelling elderly people
[42-44], the following variables were included into the
regression analyses: sex, age, education, hearing loss/
visual impairment, sporting activities, physician contact
within the past three months, fear of falling, depressive
mood, chronic diseases (CAD, CHF, diabetes, hyperten-
sion, COPD/emphysema, stroke history, arthritis, PAD,
Parkinson’s disease, osteoporosis/chronic back pain/spinal
disease), number of drugs to take regularly, walking aid
use, and pain within the past three months. The slope
estimate for each explanatory variable is presented as
well as p-values. Cases with missing values in one of
the explanatory variables were excluded from analysis.
Statistical significance was considered with p-values ≤ 0.05.
All analyses were performed using SAS 9.1 software (SAS
Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

Ethics approval
This study was performed in accordance with the Dec-
laration of Helsinki of the World Medical Association
[45]. The cohort study was approved by the institutional
review board of the University of Heidelberg, Germany,
and the University of Bochum, Germany. For the conduct
of the cross-sectional study, a further approval was
obtained from the institutional review board of the
University of Bochum, Germany.

Results
Of 1,937 people participating in the 7-year follow-up
telephone interview, 145 participants were excluded
because of incomplete data. In total, 1,792 participants
aged ≥ 72 years were analysed. The mean age was 78.1
years (s.d.: 4.2 years, median: 77 years). 949 (53.0%) were
female. Two hundred and sixty-five participants (14.8%)
reported one fall within the previous twelve months. One
hundred and seventeen participants (6.5%) suffered two or
more falls in twelve months. Of 382 participants with
at least one fall in twelve months, 54 (14.1%) reported a
fracture as a fall-related injury. Characteristics of the
participants for the total sample and for the different
fall categories separately are depicted in Table 1.
The mean total score of the EQ-5D was 79.9 (s.d.:

15.8, median: 78.3) for the whole sample. The EQ-5D
differed between fall categories. Participants without
falls within twelve months prior to interview had a mean
EQ-5D score of 81.1 (s.d.: 15.4, median: 78.3). By contrast,
participants reporting one fall and participants with
two or more falls had mean total scores of 77.0 (s.d.:
15.8, median: 78.3; mean difference to participants
without a fall: -4.1, p < 0.05) and 72.1 (s.d.: 17.6, median:
72.5; mean difference to participants without a fall: -9.0,
p < 0.05), respectively. The mean difference between
participants with one fall and participants with two or
more falls was -4.9 (p < 0.05).
Multiple linear regression analysis revealed a negative

relationship between falls and EQ-5D rated quality of life.
Under adjustment for a variety of chronic diseases and
conditions, the mean decrease in the total EQ-5D score
was about -2.5 points for two or more falls within twelve
months. In terms of its quantity, this decrease is compar-
able to other chronic diseases assessed and adjusted for,



Table 1 Characteristics of the total sample and by fall category (no fall vs. one fall vs. ≥ two falls) and group
differences across the fall categories

Variable Total Sample stratified by fall history

No fall One fall ≥ two falls χ2-test

N = 1,792 N = 1,410 N = 265 N = 117

n % n %* n %* n %* p

Female sex 949 53.0 702 49.8 176 66.4 71 60.7 < 0.001

Age ≥ 80 years 602 33.6 444 31.5 102 38.5 56 47.9 < 0.001

Low education 1,059 59.1 840 59.6 156 58.9 63 53.9 n.s.

Hypertension 1,160 64.7 895 63.5 180 67.9 85 72.7 n.s.

Diabetes 445 24.8 345 24.5 65 24.5 35 29.9 n.s.

CAD 457 25.5 358 25.4 65 24.5 34 29.1 n.s.

CHF 338 18.9 257 18.2 51 19.3 30 25.6 n.s.

PAD 214 11.9 166 11.8 30 11.3 18 15.4 n.s.

Stroke history 140 7.8 110 7.8 16 6.0 14 12.0 n.s.

COPD/emphysema 218 12.2 160 11.4 33 12.5 25 21.4 < 0.05

Arthritis 628 35.0 481 34.1 96 36.2 51 43.6 n.s.

Osteoporosis/chronic back pain/spinal disease 698 39.0 521 37.0 117 44.2 60 51.3 < 0.05

Parkinson’s disease 16 0.9 13 0.9 1 0.4 2 1.7 n.s.

Hearing loss/visual impairment 1,017 56.8 774 54.9 157 59.3 86 73.5 < 0.001

Depressive mood (GDS-15 ≥ 6) 142 7.9 93 6.6 26 9.8 23 19.7 < 0.001

Pain within past three months 950 53.0 731 51.8 146 55.1 73 62.4 n.s.

Sporting activities >1 h / week 1,036 57.8 821 58.2 145 54.7 70 59.8 n.s.

Walking aid use 299 16.7 192 13.6 73 27.6 34 29.1 < 0.001

Physician contact within the past three months > 3 1,216 67.9 945 67.0 184 69.4 87 74.4 n.s.

Drugs to take regularly ≥ 6 909 50.7 708 50.2 136 51.3 65 55.6 n.s.

Severe fear of falling 143 8.0 85 6.0 39 14.7 19 16.2 < 0.001

*The given percentages refer to the respective subsample.
CAD: coronary artery disease; CHF: chronic heart failure; PAD: peripheral artery disease; COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; GDS: Geriatric Depression
Scale; n. s.: not significant (i.e. p > 0.05).
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as can be seen from Table 2. As could be expected, de-
pressive mood and fear of falling were among the variables
with the strongest negative association with quality of
life. However, even under adjustment for these variables
frequent falling retained an independent negative associ-
ation with quality of life in this analysis.

Discussion
Our data show that single and frequent falls, a common
health problem in community-dwelling seniors, are nega-
tively associated with quality of life, as rated with the
EQ-5D in this study. In the univariate analysis, the mean
differences in total EQ-5D scores were -4.1 and -9.0 for
single and frequent falls, respectively. Although ad-
justed for a large number of covariates and potential
confounders, including fear of falling and depressive
mood, frequent falls retained a statistically significant
association to quality of life in multivariate analysis.
The mean adjusted decrease in EQ-5D score of -2.5 for
frequent falls was comparable to other chronic diseases
and conditions, like COPD or stroke history. With this,
our data suggest that falls may have a clinically meaningful
impact on people affected and deserve the same attention
in terms of quality of life as some established chronic
diseases do.
Our findings are in line with several other studies. In an

analysis of three different datasets from two randomized
controlled trials and one cohort study, a marked impact
of fractures, fear of falling and falls on the EQ-5D rated
quality of life was found [15]. A fracture resulting from
a fall had an impact twice as large as a fall, as could be
expected. Comparable findings in terms of fractures of
different sites were recently reported in a large trauma
sample from the Netherlands [9], which also used the
EQ-5D to assess quality of life. In a recent Brazilian
survey among elderly aged ≥ 60 years, impairments of
quality of life as assessed by the Health Survey Short
Form 36 (SF-36) instrument were closely related to falls
[13]. Of note, this association remained independent
after adjustment for GDS-15 rated depression, comparable



Table 2 Results of the multivariate linear regression
analysis: associations of fall categories, fear of falling,
depressive mood, chronic diseases and conditions with
EQ-5D rated quality of life (N = 1,792)

Variable Estimate p-value

One fall −1.05 n. s.

Two or more falls −2.50 < 0.05

Fear of falling −7.30 < 0.001

Depressive mood (GDS-15) −13.13 < 0.001

CAD 0.76 n. s.

CHF 0.08 n. s.

Diabetes −0.10 n. s.

Hypertension −0.24 n. s.

COPD/emphysema −2.59 < 0.01

Stroke history −2.86 < 0.01

Arthritis −3.24 < 0.001

PAD −3.44 < 0.001

Parkinson’s disease −3.52 n. s.

Osteoporosis/chronic back pain/spinal disease −3.87 < 0.001

Drugs to take regularly ≥ 6 −2.03 < 0.01

Walking aid use −6.52 < 0.001

Pain within the past three months −9.67 < 0.001

Multiple linear regression model adjusted for all variables in the table and
additionally for: sex, age, education, hearing loss / visual impairment, sporting
activities, physician contact within the past three months. n. s.: not significant
(i.e. p > 0.05); GDS: Geriatric Depression Scale; CAD: coronary artery disease;
CHF: chronic heart failure; COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; PAD:
peripheral artery disease.
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to our findings. Unfortunately, none of the studies men-
tioned investigated the role of other concurrent chronic
diseases in the context of falling by multivariate analysis.
In a recent analysis of a larger insurance company

sample from the United States, impairments of quality
of life due to falls and fall risk were described as being
comparable in quantity to most other chronic diseases
present [14]. This report supports our findings. However,
quality of life was not assessed with the EQ-5D, and the
models used for adjustments were targeting falls as the
variable of interest, not quality of life, which makes
comparisons difficult. In another recent analysis [46],
the effect of falls as well as some other chronic conditions
including diabetes, mobility impairment and pain was
dependent on whether or not depression was present.
Apart from the studies mentioned, several earlier reports

already described the association between either falls or
fractures resulting from falls and quality of life, using a
variety of different quality of life measures [16-18,20,31].
Our findings are well in line with these reports.
Several limitations of our study should be considered.

At first, our results are only applicable to community-
dwelling seniors with relatively good overall health
status. The sample of participants contained younger
and better educated people, and mostly people living
independently at home. By contrast, change of residency
to a nursing home, impairments in overall health status,
cognitive impairment and overt dementia were all causes
for non-participation. As all these conditions are related
to both the frequency of falling and quality of life, our
conclusions cannot be transferred to this patient group.
Secondly, we cannot exclude residual confounding in our
analysis. Fear of falling was not assessed by means of a
standard instrument, e.g. the ‘Falls Efficacy Scale – Inter-
national’ (FES-I) [47], but simply by a single, categorical
question. Thus, it is possible that the phenomenon of fear
of falling was only incompletely assessed. The same
applies to depression that was only assessed by means
of a screening tool, the GDS-15. However, our intention
was not to investigate the mechanism by which falls
may influence quality of life. Our aim was to demonstrate
the association of falls with quality of life accounting
for variables readily available in primary care. Detailed
information about fear of falling and depression are
usually not available when a patient is reporting a fall.
Rather, investigations in mood and fear may be prompted
by falls. Our analysis already adjusted for fear of falling
and depression, although perhaps incomplete. However, as
the analysis still reveals an independent association of
falls with quality of life, this should even more apply to
a clinical situation in which fear of falling and depression
are not accounted for easily. Thirdly, by design, we can
only describe associations, not establish causality. There
is evidence that reduced quality of life may precede falls
[22,23]. If so, falls would be the result of some other
alteration that also impairs quality of life, for example more
advanced functional deficits in domains like cognition or
activities of daily living. With our data, however, we have
no chance to investigate this interesting issue further.
Despite these limitations, we believe that our findings

are important for others. Researchers may find the EQ-5D
measures useful for further study planning and sample
size estimation. Clinicians and care givers interested in
the quality of life of elderly people will feel encouraged
to account for falls, as the strength of their association
with quality of life appears to be comparable to that of
other well established and recognised chronic diseases
and conditions.

Conclusions
Our study shows that falls are associated with impair-
ments in the EQ-5D rated quality of life. Although a
variety of other diseases and conditions were considered,
falls kept an independent negative association to quality
of life in our analysis. This implies that as far as quality
of life is concerned, falls deserve the same attention as
some other well established and recognised diseases
and conditions do.
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